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INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION OF EMPLOYERS

155 Members
144 Countries
5 Policy Working Groups
3 Company Networks
40+ MNE

Social & Labor Policy
Private, Voluntary & Independent
Promoting Business Interest
ILO, UNHRC, UNGC, G20/B20 and more

The Global Voice of Business
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS ARE COMPLEX

Contribute to growth, create jobs

Local issue, local solutions

Governments duty to protect

Business duty to respect

Access to remedy

National Action Plan

- Business taking responsibility
- Many MNE taking the lead
- UNGP gaining momentum

- > % workforce not in GSC
- Too many initiatives
- Diverse national circumstances
BETTER WORK PLACE COMPLIANCE THROUGH

1. Implementation and enforcement of legislation at national level
2. Development of pro growth strategies
3. Capacity building tailored to the environment
4. Work place compliance as an investment and opportunity
5. Mature social dialogue and building of partnerships
TRENDS IN WORK PLACE COMPLIANCE

From audit to assessments
From doing good to doing the right thing
From do no harm to what business can contribute
From naming and shaming to knowing and showing
IT TAKES 3 (OR MORE) TO TANGO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ATTENTION

kromjong@ioe-emp.org
www.ioe-emp.org